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“Laws for the liberal education of youth…are so extremely wise and useful, that, to a humane 
and generous mind, no expense for this purpose would be thought extravagant.”   

         - John Adams 
 
November 1, 2018 
 
Dear Duxbury School Committee and Duxbury Residents, 
 
I am pleased to present you with an Executive Summary of the FY’20 Duxbury Public Schools 
Operating Budget. This document contains a broad overview as well as a detailed explanation of 
the District’s budget requests. My goal as I composed this document was to be as clear and 
concise as possible so that all Duxbury residents can read and fully understand the budget, and 
be confident in the District’s high level of transparency during the budget process.  
 
I begin this Executive Summary with a table showing my budget request for FY’20 as it 
compares to our FY’19 budget.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It is important to note that this is a level services budget only, one that allows us to provide the 
same level of service next year as we are providing this year. Level service budgets typically 
contain no new services or programs, although budget adjustments are made to account for 
contractual obligations, enrollment changes, or other special circumstances. Thus, while our 
FY’20 budget contains no cuts to programs or services, it also contains no new programs or 
innovations, and at best allows us to maintain the status quo.  
 

The Budget Challenge and the Risk of Erosion 
 

 

Developing this year’s FY’20 budget presented the District’s leadership team with the same 
significant challenges it faced last year. In my short time here in Duxbury, I have already come 
to recognize that the community takes great pride in and holds high expectations of the Duxbury 
Public Schools. I have not met anyone here who believes that maintaining the status quo is the 
standard to which we should aspire. On the contrary, this community wants the absolute best for 
our students and schools. Admittedly, what that means differs from one person to the next; in 

JOHN J. ANTONUCCI, Ed. D. 
Superintendent of Schools 

 

DUXBURY 
PUBLIC SCHOOLS 

Final	FY'19	Budget 35,695,644$                

FY'20	Level	Services	Budget 36,936,947$                

Increase ($) 1,241,303$                  

Increase (%) 3.48%
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general terms, however, all Duxbury stakeholders expect our schools to be innovative, to 
consistently provide a first-rate education, and to meet the needs of all students.  
 
Our challenge is that our current level of resources is not commensurate with those expectations.  
Every year, the Town’s budget allocation for the Duxbury Public Schools fails to allow us even 
to maintain level services. Thus, our ambition to grow, to innovate, and to improve, is put aside 
in the hopes that “next year” will be better. My concern is that we are witnessing a slow erosion 
of the quality of the Duxbury Public Schools and that one day, perhaps sooner rather than later, 
we will look back and realize that we did a disservice to an entire generation of students. Like 
the Duxbury sea wall, the schools are poised for a breach unless we take better care of them.  
 

 
Recent Budget History   

 
 

Unfortunately, the budget picture this year is the same as in previous years. The School 
Committee and all Town Departments have been directed to submit operating budgets with an 
increase of approximately 2.6%. Such an increase will not maintain even our existing level of 
service, a level which, I would argue, is already compromised by years of lean funding.  
 
Below is a summary chart of School Department Operating Budget Increases since FY’15. 
Please note the following: 
  

v In the four-year period from FY’15 to FY’18, the average budget increase was 2.67%.  
 

v Although it looks as though we had a positive turn in FY’19, the 3.43% increase is 
misleading since the School Department had a large decrease in revenue. Specifically, the 
SPED Stabilization Fund budget offset was reduced to $131,930 from $400,000. If you 
factor in that $268,070 revenue loss, the FY’19 School Department expense budget 
increased by only 2.65%.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

What Is Enough?   
 
Regardless of whether or not the Town has additional funds to allocate to the School District, I 
think it is important to have a conversation about what would be a viable annual budget increase. 
My contention is that the community should expect to see annual increases in the range of 
3.0% to 5.0% if the District is to maintain the current quality of its programs and services.  
 

Fiscal	Year

 Total 
Operating 

Budget  $ Increase % Increase

FY'14 31,056,082   
FY'15 31,933,458   877,376        2.83%
FY'16 32,633,460   700,002        2.19%
FY'17 33,593,460   960,000        2.94%
FY'18 34,513,460   920,000        2.74%
	FY'19	 35,695,644   1,182,184     3.43%

If you factor in a $268,070 revenue 
loss in FY’19, the School 

Department expense budget actually 
increased 2.65%. 
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Some might ask why a 2.67% increase is not enough to provide Duxbury students with the best 
possible education or even just to maintain level service. That’s a fair question, especially since 
such an increase roughly parallels the current rate of inflation. But the reality is that the schools 
have many costs that are essentially fixed, legally-mandated, or otherwise unavoidable; level 
service therefore cannot be achieved with a budget increase of as little as 2.65%.   
 
 

The Cost of Doing Business in Schools 
 

To highlight the point I make in the previous section, please consider the following: 
 
If we do nothing else in the budget other than account for contractual salary obligations for our 
employees, the FY’20 budget increase would be 2.94%.  
 
Additionally, it is important to note that we have several budget areas that are extremely 
unpredictable and that can and sometimes do increase at rates far beyond our expectations. The 
prime example is Special Education which, without a doubt, is the most volatile of all School 
Department budget items. Since we are legally mandated to provide a certain level of service to 
students with special needs (as defined in students’ Individualized Education Plans), when a 
student’s needs change, our budget must also change. Below is some historical data to put this 
into perspective: 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Another example of legally-mandated and often unexpected costs pertains to Vocational 
Education. When students choose to attend vocational-technical schools in the area, Duxbury 
Public Schools bear the responsibility for their tuition and transportation. (Editorial note: This is 
a highly-unusual practice. In Massachusetts, the Town and not the School District is typically 
required to budget for these students.) This an area that is beyond the control of the Duxbury 
Public Schools, and, like Special Education, is highly unpredictable. See the data below as it 
illustrates the impact of Vocational Education on the District’s budget: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SINCE FY’16…… 
 

SPECIAL EDUCATION OUT-OF-DISTRICT TUITIONS HAVE INCREASED BY 
23.85% 

 
SPECIAL EDUCATION TRANSPORTATION HAS INCREASED BY 

21.96% 
 

TOTAL DOLLAR INCREASE: $474,170 
 

SINCE FY’16…… 
 

VOCATIONAL TUITIONS HAVE INCREASED BY 
255% 

 
VOCATIONAL TRANSPORTATION HAS INCREASED BY 

486% 
 

TOTAL DOLLAR INCREASE: $154,699 
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The Take-Away 
 
Given that contractual obligations are compounded with unpredictable and sometimes legally-
mandated cost increases, as in the examples cited in this section, it is almost impossible for the 
District to maintain services with a budget increase that is well below the threshold for such 
maintenance. It thus does not require deep analysis to understand that the Town’s 2.6% guideline 
for the FY’20 budget is, in effect, a mandate for yet another service reduction for the Duxbury 
Public Schools.  
 

What’s Next? 
 

I strongly believe that a conversation about ways to adequately fund the Duxbury Public Schools 
needs to take place in the public arena. It is my professional opinion that the Duxbury Public 
Schools needs a significant infusion of resources. If the Town of Duxbury’s current budget will 
not allow for adequate school funding, then the only viable solution is to override Proposition 2 
1/2. I believe there is a strong case to be made for going that route, while of course 
acknowledging that doing so will come with an actual cost to tax-payers. I understand the 
importance of engaging in dialogue with—and listening to—all stakeholders before making that 
decision. 
 
Meanwhile, I can say affirmatively that there are many unfunded needs in the Duxbury Public 
Schools’ FY’20 Budget. Please refer to Appendix A for a complete list. Today’s public 
schools are more complex than ever, and students require a higher level of service than at any 
other time in history. Schools have transformed from institutions that provide a one-size-fits-all 
education into ones providing specialized instruction to a highly diverse groups of learners. 
Today’s schools must also focus on the increasingly complex social and emotional needs of 
students, and attend like never before to student safety and building security. Finally, schools are 
more accountable than ever to the state and federal government, and when we promise to educate 
all students, we truly mean all students.  
 
I believe that the budget I propose for FY’20 is responsible given the fiscal climate here in 
Duxbury. However, I do not believe it to be in the best interests of students. I remain excited 
about what the future can potentially hold for our students, but know that simply hoping we can 
continue to do more with less is not a viable strategy. 
 
In closing, then, I ask you to consider that needs do not go away simply because they are not 
funded. Ignoring or deferring needs year after year is a recipe for mediocrity at best and for 
actual neglect of the very real needs of our students at worst.  Duxbury deserves better.  
 
Please let me know if you have any questions about this budget or about any other school-related 
matter.  I can be reached by e-mail at jantonucci@duxbury.k12.ma.us or by phone at 781-934-
7600, ext. 2906.  Thank you for your continued support of the Duxbury Public Schools. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
 

 
John J. Antonucci  
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How is the Level Services Budget Calculated? 
 
A level services budget provides the same level of service next year that was provided this year. 
To calculate the costs of that same level of service, we identify known or projected contractual 
obligations in salary and expense accounts (the pluses) and also known savings (the minuses). 
The chart below shows how we proceeded step-by-step from our current FY’19 budget to the 
FY’20 Level Services Budget of $36,936,947. More detailed explanations can be found on the 
following page.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Highlights of Level Services budget impacts are on the following page 
 

Budget Action  Budget Impact 

Starting Point: Final FY'19 Budget              35,695,644 
Salaries: Increase in Salaries Due to Contractual Obligations (i.e. steps, lanes, cost-of-living 
increases)                1,050,119 

Revenue Offsets: Lower revenue in two areas:  SPED Stabilization ($131,930) and FY'19 
SPED Pre-Payment ($129,784). Note that decreases to revenue offsets have the same 
budgetary impact as increasing expenses. In effect, it "artificially" inflates the budget.                   261,714 
SPED: Increase of 3% in all Special Education Out-of-District and Collaborative Tuitions 
(based on rates approved by state Operational Services Division).                     64,658 
Transportation: Increase in School Bus Transportation to account for  contractual obligation. 
FY'20 is Year 4 of a 5-year contract. 45,038                   
Operations and Maintenance: Increases to Water ($28,350), Trash & Recycling ($4,300), 
and Telephone ($12,000) accounts to reflect known obligations and historical usage. 44,650                   
Operations & Maintenance: Net increase in Supplies, Equipment, and Contracted Service 
accounts to reflect known obligations and historical usage. 26,900                   
Textbooks: Increase to DHS Textbook accounts ($5,000 for each major subject area). This is 
to establish a plan to address annual textbook needs.                     25,000 
Salaries: New positions at DHS - 0.2 FTE Mandarin Teacher and 0.2 FTE American Sign 
Language Teacher.  Positions to accommodate full four-year course offering for students.                     24,000 
Salaries: Increase to Technology Summer Help account to plan for implementation of new 1:1 
laptops. 10,000                   

Salaries: Decreases in salary budget to account for savings in known retirements (5 ). (150,000)                 

Salaries: Eliminate 1.0 FTE classroom teacher at Alden School to reflect declining enrollment. (50,000)                   

Technology: Decrease to Technology Equipment Repair Lines in anticipation of replacing 1:1 
laptops in FY'20.  We can only realize this savings if we revert back to a town-funded 1:1 lease. (50,000)                   
Operations & Maintenance: Net decrease to Heat/Light accounts - 5.5% reduction to better 
reflect actual usage. (49,831)                   
Revenue Offsets: Net change to miscellaneous revenue offsets in salary accounts [SPED 
240 grant ($1,762), Athletic Revolving ($305), and Parking/Transportation Revolving 
(+$3,551)] & non-salary accounts [SPED 240 Grant ($+1,908)]. Note that increases to revenue 
offsets have the same budgetary impact as decreasing expenses.                      (7,526)
Vocational Education: Net Decrease in Tuition and Transportation accounts to account for 
known obligations. (3,419)                     

FY'20 Level Services Budget 36,936,947            

Increase over FY'19 ($) 1,241,303              

Increase over FY'19 (%) 3.48%
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Highlights of Level Services Budget Impacts 
 
Salary Increases: $1,050,119 
The majority of salary increases are due to contractual obligations, such as moving bargaining 
unit employees to new steps or lanes. The contract for the largest collective bargaining unit, the 
Duxbury Teachers’ Association, expires at the end of FY’19.  Thus, the FY’20 budget contains 
only an estimate for cost-of-living salary increases. The estimate is based on existing market 
conditions, and is both fair and competitive. 
 
Decrease in Salary Budget to Account for Known Retirements: -$150,000 
At this time, we know that five teachers will be retiring at the end of 2018-2019 school year. We 
make an assumption in the level-services calculation that we will realize approximately $150,000 
in savings when we replace those retirees. 
 
Decrease in Revenue Offsets: $261,714 
A detailed explanation of this budget driver is on the following page. 
 
New Positions at DHS:  $24,000  
0.2 FTE Mandarin Teacher 
0.2 FTE American Sign Language (ASL) Teacher 
As the first class of students in both Mandarin and ASL has progressed through 
the grades, the District has needed to add a slight FTE increase each year to accommodate the 
program’s growth. We are now at the point where the first group of students who began 
Mandarin in Grade 9 are now moving into Mandarin V, and the first group of students who 
began taking ASL I in Grade 9 are now moving into ASL IV. If the ASL position were not 
funded, we would not run an ASL IV class and cap the program at ASL III, as the enrollment 
numbers would not allow for a combined ASL III/IV. If the Mandarin position were not funded, 
the high school would run a combined Mandarin IV/Mandarin V section with approximately 30 
students. 
 
Decrease to Technology Equipment Repair budget: -$50,000 
In FY’19, the Equipment Replacement Budget was increased to address anticipated needs due to 
our aging 1:1 laptop computers. As we look forward to a full replacement of our 1:1 laptops, we 
expect our repair needs to drop significantly. That said, if the Town does not fund the laptop 
lease as it has in the past, we would need to restore this budget line.  
 
Decrease to Utility (Heat/Light) Budget: -$49,831 
Although gas and electricity usage can be volatile and unpredictable due to weather conditions, 
we believe we can responsibly reduce the budget (5.5%) to meet current and historical demand.  
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The Impact of Lower Revenue Offsets 
 
There are a significant number of outside revenue sources that are used to reduce, or offset, the 
District’s operating budget. These consist of user fee revolving funds (e.g. Kindergarten, school 
bus, athletics), federal grants, state reimbursement programs, and other sources such as the 
Town’s Special Education Stabilization Fund, which was created in 2017. All told, $2,825,491 in 
outside revenue sources can be used to help fund the Duxbury Public Schools budget. See chart 
below for more detail: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The loss of revenue in two categories has a significant impact on the FY’20 budget.  
 

1. In FY’19, we received $131,930 from the Town’s SPED Stabilization Fund. Although 
the purpose of this fund is for unanticipated Special Education needs, in FY’18 and 
FY’19 it was used as a “budget balancing” tool. As was widely discussed during last 
year’s budget process, we cannot continue to rely on the SPED Stabilization Fund to be 
used in this manner.  We thus have zeroed out this revenue offset.  
 

2. Similarly, at the end of FY’18, we used end-of-year balances to pre-pay $129,784 in 
FY’19 Special Education Tuition Expenses. Given that we began FY’19 with a 
significant deficit in Special Education funds, this transfer of monies from FY’18 budget 
lines provided much-needed relief and helped us balance our FY’19 budget. However, 
those funds are not available to us for FY’20 leaving us, in effect, with a loss of revenue.  

 
A revenue offset has the same impact as increasing an expense, and thus artificially increases the 
budget. Factoring in the loss of SPED Stabilization and SPED Pre-Pay revenue into the FY’20 
budget calculation, you can see that our expense budget only increased by approximately 2.7%. 
Said another way, we would have essentially met the Town’s 2.6% budget guideline if we didn’t 
have a loss in revenue.  

 
 

Are 

LEVEL SERVICES 

INCREASE: 
3.48% 

LOSS OF REVENUE 
SPED STABILIZATION & 

SPED PRE-PAID TUITION 
($261,714) 

BUDGET INCREASE 

WOULD HAVE BEEN: 
2.74% 

 

Revenue Offset  FY'19  FY'20 
 Incremental 
Change ($) 

SPED Stabilization Fund                  131,930                             -                  (131,930)

SPED "Pre-Paid" Tuition                  129,784                             -                  (129,784)

SPED Circuit Breaker Reimbursement                  800,000                   800,000                           -   

Bus Fee Revolving Account 208,449                 212,000                                      3,551 

High School Parking Fee Revolving 12,000                   12,000                                              -   

Kindergarten Fee Revolving Account 537,944 537,944                           -   

Pre-School Tuition Revolving Account 61,494                   61,494                                              -   

Early Childhood Education Grant 262 14,832                   14,832                                              -   

Athletic Fee Revolving 391,666                 391,971                                         305 

SPED Tuition In Revolving Account 64,250                   64,250                                              -   

High School Co-Curricular Fee Revolving 30,000                   30,000                                              -   

Middle School Co-Curricular Fee Revolving 15,000                   15,000                                              -   

SPED Entitlement Grant 240 682,330                 686,000                                      3,670 

TOTAL 3,079,679              2,825,491               (254,188)              
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Changes in Enrollment a Factor In This Budget? 
The impact of declining enrollment 

 
 

Overall, we project a decrease in PK-12 enrollment of 32 students in FY’20. However, I do not 
classify this projected change in enrollment as a budget driver. One might expect that declining 
enrollment would relieve budgetary pressures and possibly lead to a reduction in faculty and 
staff.  However, what we are experiencing in Duxbury is not a precipitous and sudden decline. 
On the contrary, it will be slow and moderate. The budgetary benefits of declining enrollment 
will thus be marginal at best.  
 
For example, due to declining enrollment at Alden School, we project needing one fewer Grade 
5 classroom for the 2019-2020 school year. To that end, the FY’20 Level Service Budget request 
accounts for a 1.0 FTE reduction to the Alden Teacher Salary line, equating to a $50,000 
savings. However, as was discussed above, the overall salary budget is increasing by over $1.0 
million due to contractual obligations alone. Thus, while FTE reduction due to declining 
enrollment may in theory provide some budgetary relief, savings from such a reduction are 
simply rolled into the larger budget equation. Declining enrollment does lead to savings, but the 
impact is subtle.   
 
Note that enrollment forecasting is an imperfect science, one that requires some assumptions 
based on historical trends. Below are enrollment summaries for the last seven years, plus a 
forecast for 2019-2020.  
 

Summary by Location 

 
 

Summary by Grade 

 
 

SCHOOL 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019
Projected																	
2019-2020

Projected																			
Change	(+/-)

Pre-School 60																					 50																					 69																					 61																					 67																					 66																					 71																					 71																					 -																			

Chandler 596																		 616																		 590																		 579																		 547																		 562																		 564																		 570																		 6																							

Alden 713																		 710																		 699																		 711																		 710																		 677																		 635																		 618																		 (17)																			

Middle	School 837																		 832																		 778																		 775																		 760																		 745																		 752																		 737																		 (15)																			

High	School 1,035															 1,037															 1,106															 1,092															 1,068															 1,059															 1,006															 1,000															 (6)																					

TOTAL 3,241															 3,245															 3,242															 3,218															 3,152															 3,109															 3,028															 2,996															 (32)																			

YEAR PreK K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 TOTAL

2012-2013 60												 182										 206										 208										 225										 237										 251										 258										 298										 281										 287										 282										 222										 244										 3,241						

2013-2014 50												 188										 210										 218										 219										 246										 245										 267										 261										 304										 278										 270										 273										 216										 3,245						

2014-2015 69												 162										 207										 221										 224										 232										 243										 253										 267										 258										 295										 278										 267										 266										 3,242						

2015-2016 61												 192										 165										 222										 231										 236										 244										 246										 260										 269										 259										 289										 280										 264										 3,218						

2016-2017 67												 168										 201										 178										 227										 243										 240										 249										 244										 267										 260										 255										 279										 274										 3,152						

2017-2018 66												 173										 182										 207										 191										 232										 254										 247										 251										 247										 264										 258										 260										 277										 3,109						

2018-2019 71												 179										 191										 194										 211										 193										 231										 258										 243										 251										 236										 255										 261										 254										 3,028						

Projected	2019-2020 71												 180										 189										 201										 204										 216										 198										 236										 258										 243										 248										 236										 255										 261										 2,996						
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Per-Pupil Expenditures: $4.1 Million to Average 
 
Massachusetts’ Department of Elementary and Secondary Education (DESE) calculates a “per-
pupil expenditure” for all school districts. It is the only apples-to-apples data point that allows for  
comparative analysis. Last year, we spent a great deal of time trying to objectively compare 
Duxbury’s spending to districts with similar demographics, needs, and levels of student 
achievement. One of the summary charts we produced is below.  (Note that the 2017 data is still 
the most current available from DESE.) 
 
What is obvious and indisputable from this data is that Duxbury’s per-pupil expenditure, $14,605 
(indicated in red), falls short not only of the expenditure of similar or nearby districts but also of 
the Massachusetts State average expenditure of $15,966 (in green).  These discrepancies should 
be cause for concern for anyone invested in our students and schools. Extrapolating the 
difference using our student enrollment demonstrates that Duxbury falls short of the State 
average per-pupil expenditure by $4.1 million.  
 
Put another way, it would take an investment in Duxbury Public Schools of $4.1 million just to 
meet the state average.  
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$4.1 MILLION   
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How Can I Get Involved In The Budget Process? 
 
I strongly encourage staff, parents, and any members of the greater community to engage in the 
budget process. As we consider how to address the myriad of unfunded needs of the Duxbury 
Public Schools, it is important that the voices of all stakeholders are heard. 
 
The presentation of the Superintendent’s Recommended Budget is only the first step in the 
budget process. Over the next few months, the School Committee will review the budget and 
deliberate. As always, the Committee reserves the right to make whatever modifications it deems 
necessary and appropriate. During this process, the Committee will work collaboratively with the 
Board of Selectmen and the Finance Committee in order to see how the School Department’s 
request fits into the overall Town budget.  
 
Below are some important meeting dates. Please mark your calendar so you can get involved and 
informed. 
 
 
Tuesday, November 13 
Finance Committee meeting - 7:00 pm at the Duxbury Senior Center: The School 
Department will present its budget to the Finance Committee. Note that the 
Finance Commission plays a key role in the budget process, making budget 
recommendations for all Town departments at Annual Town Meeting.  

 
Wednesday, November 14 
School Committee Meeting - 7:00 pm in Alden, Room 104:  The School Committee will 
continue its deliberation on the budget.  

 
Saturday, March 9 
Annual Town Meeting – 9:00 am in the Performing Arts Center:  This is perhaps the most 
important date on the budget calendar. Generally speaking, attending this meeting is the best way 
for any resident to have a voice in matters of import in the Town of Duxbury.  Duxbury follows 
the open town meeting model, which means that anyone in attendance can speak about and vote 
on the many articles presented—including the School Department Budget. Come and have a 
voice in our budget! We hope to see you there.   
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Appendix A: Unfunded Needs 
 
 
It is important to articulate the District’s needs regardless of the fiscal climate so 
that, when resources do become available, there are no surprises. It is also  
important to acknowledge again that a need does not go away simply because it 
has not been funded. The following list of short- and long-term needs was 
developed by the District’s leadership team during the budget process. These 
needs are not listed in order of priority.  
 
DHS - 1.0 FTE Computer Programming Teacher: $60,000 
This would be restoration of a position that was cut four years ago due to budgetary constraints. 
DHS had a computer science program and teacher for nearly twenty years.  Students at DHS who 
currently take a computer science class during the day are doing independent studies through 
Edhesive, with no direct instruction provided by a DHS teacher.  
 
DHS - Additional Athletic Coaches: $16,560 
Assistant Ski, JV Cheerleading, and Boys/Girls JV Golf coaches are requested in the FY’20 
budget process. These positions will allow for program expansion and will also address 
safety/supervisory concerns due to growing participation of student-athletes.  
 
DHS - 0.4 FTE Art Department Head: $24,000 
The Art Department completed a curriculum review during the 2016-2017 school year.  The final 
report recommended a restructuring of the department, including the appointment of a 
department head. Most importantly, the report recommended the creation of a sorely-needed 
Introduction to Art course. The total FTE required to support this new class, without eliminating 
current art classes, will depend upon enrollment. A 0.4 FTE increase will be a best-case scenario, 
allowing for the addition of a department head as well as the creation of the introductory course.   
 
DHS - Additional Long Term Needs: $300,000 - $500,000 

• Development and expansion of innovative, experiential, or project-based learning 
opportunities like Times and Tides. 

• Expanded elective offerings (each FTE is approximately $60,000) 
• “Freshman Academy” course for DHS Freshmen. This course would focus on study 

skills, digital literacy, research skills and SEL strategies.  
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Middle School - 2.6 FTE Increase to Address Large Class Sizes: $156,000 
In order to address large class sizes in our team-based courses at 6th, 7th, and 8th grade, the 
following FTE increase requests were made: 
 
.2 FTE 6th grade Writing 
.2 FTE 6th grade Reading  
.2 FTE 7th grade English Language Arts 
.2 FTE 8th grade English Language Arts 
This would constitute a .8 FTE increase in the English Department and alleviate class sizes 
across each of the grade levels in ELA classes.  
 
.2 FTE 6th grade Math 
.2 FTE 7th grade Math 
.2 FTE 8th grade Math 
This would constitute a .6 FTE increase in the Math Department and alleviate class sizes across 
each of the grade levels in Math classes.  
 
.2 FTE 6th grade Science 
.2 FTE 7th grade Science 
.2 FTE 8th grade Science 
This would constitute a .6 FTE increase in the Science Department and alleviate class sizes 
across each of the grade levels in Science classes.  
 
.2 FTE 6th grade Social Studies 
.2 FTE 7th grade Social Studies 
.2 FTE 8th grade Social Studies 
This would constitute a .6 FTE increase in the Social Studies Department and alleviate class 
sizes across each of the grade levels in Social Studies classes.  
 

Middle School - 0.4 FTE Computer Science/Coding Teacher: $24,000 
This FTE addition would allow for the creation of a Computer Science/Coding introductory 
course. The course would amplify our current STEM program and focus on coding and computer 
science curriculum strands that our current STEM and Technology Engineering program does 
not currently address.  
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District-Wide - 4.0 FTE Instructional Technology Coaches (one per building): 
$240,000 
 
Why are Instructional Technology Coaches needed in Duxbury?  Consider the Sun Associates 
Review completed in March 2018: 
 

• Overall, the Sun Report indicated that there is wide variation within Duxbury Schools in 
the extent to which technology is used to effectively deepen student understanding of 
content. Duxbury is operating at the lower enhancement levels of the SAMR model 
(substitution and augmentation, rather than the transformational learning involved with 
modification and redefinition) 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• From the Sun Report: “The evaluators feel that Duxbury teachers at all levels could use 
support in the effective integration and use of digital learning strategies to support student 
learning. This support should take the form of modeling, activity development, and just-
in-time professional development. These are the primary activities traditionally assigned 
to instruction technology specialists who serve as digital learning coaches within school 
districts. The evaluators recommend that once the district develops a clear and shared 
understanding for the role of digital learning in student learning, these coaches should be 
created to help teachers meet this vision on a day-to-day basis.” 

• According to the Sun Report, “some” Duxbury administrators and “few” Duxbury 
teachers were even aware of the Massachusetts Digital Literacy and Computer Science 
Standards (DLCS) that were adopted by DESE in June 2016.  These standards define 
what students need to know about technology in grade spans K-2, 3-5, 6-8, and 9-12.  
The district’s lack of work with this framework and standards leads to variance from 
teacher to teacher with regard to the types of technology instruction the students are 
experiencing in our classrooms. 

• We have a need for a developed scope and sequence of technology integration skills from 
pre-K-12. Teachers will need support in order to do this effectively (training, then job 
embedded professional development) until they become proficient.  Technology changes 
rapidly and the need for training will thus be on-going. 
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• Research shows that transformative usage of technology such as time-place shifting, 
flipping, and increased emphasis on student-centered, project-based learning are required 
to drive development of student skills in collaboration and critical thinking. 
 

Elementary Math Specialists - 2.0 FTE: $160,000 
We currently have only part-time, grant-funded, hourly-rate math tutors at the elementary level. 
There is a great need for math intervention for our elementary students. Math Specialists would 
provide: 

• Direct instructional support and intervention services to students 
• Formal content focused professional development for teachers (workshops, unit 

previews, research based lesson design) 
• Continuous support for teachers (collaboration about program, materials, assessments and 

students) 
• Assessment of whole groups and individual students, school data analysis and trends 
• Program information for parents (PTO, Parent Nights, Newsletter) 

 
Fund Full-Day Kindergarten - $550,000 
Providing Full-Day Kindergarten in Duxbury provides equity for all students and aims to close 
the achievement gap. If we eliminated the Kindergarten user fee, and thus the revenue offset, the 
budgetary impact would be approximately $550,000.   
 
Increased SEL Support District-Wide - Multiple FTE: $60,000 to $240,000 
There is a pervasive and ongoing need to provide stronger SEL support. New positions may 
include: Social Workers, Adjustment Counselors or School Psychologists, and Board Certified 
Behavior Analysts (BCBAs).   
 
District-Wide Curriculum Materials - up to $500,000 

• Elementary Math Subscription (enVision) 2022 renewal cost: approximately $120,000 
• Alden ELA subscription (Words Their Way) 2023 renewal cost: approximately $30,000 
• Social Studies frameworks updated, need materials preK-12 

 
District-Wide Non-Salary Needs  

• Operations and Maintenance supplies, materials, equipment, and contract services 
required to adequately maintain our buildings. 

• Increases to instructional supply, equipment, and textbook budgets 
• Furniture and Equipment Replacement  
• Reduction or elimination of user fees (e.g. Athletics, School Bus, etc.) 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


